
ViewSonic VG2239SMH 22 inch (21.5in VIS) Full HD Ergonomic multimedia LED

Monitor/250 nits/HDMI/DP/VGA inputs/Speakers

The ViewSonic® VG2239Smh is a 22’’ (21.5’’ viewable) Full HD LED multimedia monitor with future-proof connectivity and full ergonomic functionality ideal for

corporate, government and education. With SuperClear ®MVA panel technology for wide-angle viewing, and 20M:1 dynamic contrast ratio, this monitor delivers

incredibly sharp images and video playback. Integrated with HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA and 2 USB ports, the VG2239Smh allows flexible connection to PC

systems, laptops and other multimedia peripheral devices. ViewSonic’s exclusive ViewMode provides intuitive presets to deliver optimized screen performance in

different applications. In addition, Flicker-Free and Blue Light Filter technology help to eliminate eye strain from extended viewing periods. The LED backlight

design makes this display ENERGY STAR and EPEAT silver certified.

Features

• SuperClear® MVA panel technology for stunning color performance and wide-angle viewing

• Future-proof HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA, and USB inputs

• Ergonomic tilt, pivot, swivel and height-adjustable design for maximum comfort and productivity

• Exclusive ViewMode technology delivers superior color rendering and intuitive settings

• Flicker-free and Blue Light Filter technology for more comfortable viewing.

• ENERGY STAR and EPEAT Silver Certification

SuperClear® MVA Panel Technology

Enjoy accurate and vivid colors with consistent levels of brightness no matter the vantage point. With SuperClear MVA panel technology, this monitor delivers the

same image quality whether you are looking at the screen from above, below, the front, or the side.

High-Performance DisplayPort

Future-proof DisplayPort connectivity delivers the best refresh rate, highest resolution, and incredibly rich color and sound.

The Power of HDMI®

HDMI is a future-proof video standard that delivers true digital picture and audio clarity. The HDMI interface on this monitor allows you to connect to a variety of

HD devices including gaming consoles, Blu-ray players, laptop PCs, digital cameras, and many others for the ultimate true high-definition experience.

Full HD 1080p Resolution

This monitor features Full HD 1920x1080 resolution for unbelievable pixel-by-pixel image performance. You’ll experience the most amazing clarity and detail

whether it be while working, gaming, or enjoying the latest in multimedia entertainment.

Optimized View Settings

ViewSonic’s unique ViewMode™ feature offers “Game,” “Movie,” “Web,” “Text,” and “Mono” presets. These presets enhance gamma curve, color temperature,

contrast, and brightness to deliver an optimized viewing experience for different screen applications.

VESA-Compatible Mount Design

Mount the monitor as you see fit using its convenient 100 x 100mm VESA-compatible mount design.

Dual Integrated Speakers

Designed with dual integrated speakers, this monitor combines incredible screen performance with stereo sound for an immersive multimedia experience.

EPEAT Gold Certification

With EPEAT Gold Certification, this monitor delivers a reduced environmental impact over the complete product lifecyle, making it a great eco-friendly, long-term

investment.

ENERGY STAR Certification

This is an ENERGY STAR certified product that can save on energy costs* while reducing greenhouse gases.

*Energy savings may vary based on actual usage and other factors.

Enhanced Viewing Comfort

With Flicker-Free technology and a Blue Light Filter, this monitor helps to eliminate eyestrain that comes with extended viewing periods – meaning you can

outlast and out-game your opponents just as their eyes begin fail them.
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